Cooperative Monitoring by Fixed Cameras and Moving Cameras
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Abstract: In this paper we propose a human tracking system for dynamic environments based on the cooperation of fixed and moving cameras to create safe and secure spaces at construction sites. It is difficult for only the fixed cameras to monitor the all of a crowded dynamic environment because of the occlusion by the large objects such as the construction materials. We introduce moving cameras such as the mobile robots for monitoring these areas unobservable by fixed cameras. The moving cameras monitor the spaces unobservable of the fixed cameras that are caused by occlusion by the objects. The system is able to monitor a target position through cooperation of the fixed and moving cameras. Experimental results illustrate the effectiveness and feasibility of our proposed cooperative system.
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1. Introduction

The first priority is safety of workers at construction sites. Monitoring the states of workers and workspaces at construction sites in detail is one of the crucial issues for building a safe and secure construction site.

In order to expand the monitoring areas by fixed cameras, using cooperative monitoring systems based on multiple cameras is a reasonable solution for efficient monitoring. Several cooperative monitoring systems based on the fixed cameras have been developed [1],[2]. At construction sites, there are many dangerous and restricted areas. It is important to monitor the time when people enter such areas. The state of a construction site and the area unobservable of the fixed cameras located in it changes by the achievement of the construction tasks and the layout of the construction materials at the site. In addition, some workspaces of the construction site move according to the progress of the construction task. Therefore, it is difficult that the whole area is observed by only the fixed cameras, and it is desired that the viewpoints to monitor the workspace of the construction site should be changed according to the condition of it. Under such conditions, if we can completely observe the attractive area, we can contribute to a creation of safe and secure spaces.

In this research, we propose a method for cooperative monitoring systems based on moving cameras and fixed cameras at construction sites to create safe environments for workers. The fixed cameras monitor the assigned areas, respectively, and the moving cameras can move with some freedom and monitor the whole area. We introduce moving cameras such as mobile robots in the monitoring area for several reasons: to monitor the areas unobservable of the fixed cameras, to adjust the change of environment and to acquire the data of targeted persons in detail. The change of viewpoints of the moving cameras enables the monitoring system to achieve the above three functions.

One of the applications of the system is cooperation with data collection systems, for example, data logging systems and RFID devices. The cooperation of the proposed system and the data collection system yields recording the report of the construction task, the task analysis, and tracking of the construction materials at the construction site.

This paper introduces the cooperative system that consists of the fixed cameras, which are fixed in the environment, and the moving cameras, which can move in the environment in order to change their viewpoints to monitor all of environment. In dynamic environment, it is important to achieve effective monitoring motions by cooperation of fixed and moving cameras. If they monitor the environment independently, the cooperative system cannot monitor the targeted person continuously. For example, if there is not a cooperation rule for tracking the person, when the tracking person comes in the monitoring area of the fixed camera again, it is difficult that the fixed camera can distinguish whether a newly monitored person is the person whom the fixed camera have monitored or not. In addition, when the person goes out of the monitoring area of the camera and comes in the area of other camera, the tracking result is not integrated by the monitoring system. In this case, the continuous monitoring ends in failure.

We also introduce a method for detection of the targeted person for moving camera in the cooperative system using distance data and color data of the person. The moving camera is desired that the camera should detect and monitor the targeted person to realize the cooperative monitoring.
system even if that camera moves. It is difficult to detect the person by the frame subtraction method when the camera is moving. We use the distance data and the color data, those data are robust against change of environmental conditions.

In this paper, we first state the cooperative system that we consider in this research. Then we describe methods of monitoring human behavior by using fixed and moving cameras. We have carried out the continuous person tracking experiment under each fixed camera has its blind spot. Finally, we illustrate our experimental environment and describe the experimental results to show the feasibility of our proposed method.

2. COOPERATIVE SYSTEM

This section describes the cooperative system. We introduce the concept of the system and its elements in this research, namely a server, fixed and moving cameras.

2.1 Cooperative System

Recently, cooperative systems have been proposed in the computer vision field [3],[4],[5] and the studies on human tracking by using mobile cameras [6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11]. The cooperative system defined in this research is a system which consists of one server and many cameras connected by LAN(Local Area Network) as shown in Fig.1 and monitors human behavior by using them. As a cooperative system, we consider a system consisting of subsystems, where a subsystem has several cameras set in the assigned area and a mobile camera moving in it. The concepts of the system and the subsystem is shown in Fig.2 and 3, respectively, where \( \text{Sub}_i \) denotes \( i \)-th subsystem in Fig.2.

The moving stereo cameras are put in the space where there are several stereo cameras set in the fixed locations. The fixed cameras have their camera coordinate systems and can obtain the camera coordinates of objects, respectively. By transformation from the camera coordinates into the world coordinates, the objects can be treated as the coordinates of the identical space. Based on the condition that the moving cameras can obtain online the self positions, the camera coordinates of the moving cameras can also be transformed into the world coordinates.

2.2 Server

The server in our system has the following three roles as a function:

1) Database
2) Supervisor
3) Visualization

Role 1) means that the database integrates the data sent from all the cameras to the server as a monitoring result and stores it. Role 2) means that the supervisor gives some orders to all the relevant cameras. Role 3) means that the visualization of important information such as the location of the targeted person is realized.

2.3 Fixed Cameras

Fixed cameras are set in the specified locations. The shared area between each fixed camera is made at a minimum, where the field of view of cameras in this paper is defined as the range that can observe until height 1.8 [m] from the ground. The fixed cameras sequentially send information to the server.

2.4 Moving Camera

Moving cameras are arranged at a rate of one per several, and are also connected to the server by wireless LAN, respectively. They can obtain color images and simultaneously measure distance from themselves to objects. We assume that the moving cameras run within the determined space, for example, on the rails. Note that the moving cameras need not necessarily be able to move everywhere in the assigned areas although they need to be able to monitor the objects almost everywhere. The moving cameras have the following two action modes.

1) Tracking mode
2) Standby mode

In the tracking mode, moving cameras track the targeted persons. In the standby mode, moving cameras act as fixed cameras of unobservable areas.
3. MONITORING

In this section, we state detection methods of persons for monitoring human behavior. We use different two methods in fixed and moving cameras in order to detect and tracking persons. We discuss in this section the characteristics of the detection method for the moving camera using the detection result by the camera that is moving.

3.1 Monitoring by Fixed Cameras

In monitoring by fixed cameras, we use the background subtraction method. We detect a head of a person in order to monitor human behavior. We use a silhouette of a head to detect a head region. The head silhouette template $T(j, i)$ is represented by the following binarized image.

$$T(j, i) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if (j, i) is on a silhouette} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

where $(j, i)$ indicates the pixel coordinate on the template. We detect the corresponding head region from background subtraction images by matching to the head silhouette template, where we use SAD (Sum of Absolute Distances) as a criterion to detect the head region. The image region with the smallest SAD value that is lower than some predetermined threshold is detected as the head region.

3.2 Monitoring by Moving Cameras

In monitoring by moving cameras, it is difficult to apply the subtraction image to detect the targeted person like a case of fixed cameras. Therefore, we proposed the method based on the two information obtained by both color images and distance of the object to detect the targeted person. The procedure of detection of the targeted person is as follows:

1) Binarization Based on Distance: In this research, we can calculate distance of objects since also moving cameras are stereo cameras. Based on distance from the moving camera to the targeted person, we binarize the image obtained by the moving cameras. We specify its threshold as follows:

$$D_s(u, v) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } d_i \leq D(u, v) \leq d_u \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

where $(u, v)$ indicates the pixel coordinate on the image, $D_s(u, v)$ is a binarized image, $D(u, v)$ is an image with distance values, $d_i$ is the lower threshold, and $d_u$ is the upper threshold. Each threshold is determined by the position of the targeted person at previous frame.

Through the process, the camera obtains the present person’s position with respect to the camera coordination frame. The obtained person’s position is used for the detection of the target position. In addition, the position is also used for setting the search area of the image frame to improve accuracy of the detected person’s position and to reduce the calculation cost for detection method.

2) Binarization Based on Color: We use color information in order to detect robustly a person when the moving camera is running. In this paper, we distinguish the head of a person from background by detecting both colors of face and hair.

$$C_s(u, v) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } C_{bH}(u, v) \leq c_{lH}, C_{bD}(u, v) \leq c_{uD}, \\
& C_{bH}(u, v) \leq c_{lH} \text{ and } h_l \leq H(u, v) \leq h_u \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

where $C_{bH}(u, v)$ is a difference image between images of red and green in the RGB color space, $C_{bD}(u, v)$ is that between green and blue and $C_{bD}(u, v)$ is that between blue and red. And $c_{H}$ is the threshold of each difference image, which is determined $c_{H} = 10$, experimentally. $H(u, v)$ is an image of the Hue value in the HSL color space, $h_l$ is the lower threshold and $h_u$ is the upper threshold. The HSL color space has several advantages compared to the RGB color space, for example, its three elements have low correlativity, and Hue value is useful to extract the skin color, and it is hard to be influenced by change of lightness caused by the lighting condition.

3) Detection of the Head: We evaluate SAD with the following matching process.

Case of $T(j, i) = 1$

If the corresponding $D_s(u, v) = 1$ or $C_s(u, v) = 1$, then the pixel $(j, i)$ of the template and the corresponding pixel $(j, i)$ of the image obtained by the moving camera are matching. Otherwise, not matching.

Case of $T(j, i) = 1$

If the corresponding $D_s(u, v) = 0$ and $C_s(u, v) = 0$, then the pixel $(j, i)$ of the template and the corresponding pixel $(j, i)$ of the image obtained by the moving camera are matching. Otherwise, not matching.

This matching process means that distinction is loose inside the human silhouette of the template, while is strict outside that. By this method, we can achieve human tracking when the moving camera is moving.
3.3 Characteristics of Detection Method for Moving Cameras

We discuss the characteristics of the detection method of the moving camera through the detection result of the person by the moving camera. We show the detection results by the frame subtraction, those by only the distance, and those by the combination of the color information, respectively, while the camera is moving. We use a trinocular camera unit “Digiclops Stereo Vision” as the camera part of the moving camera. The whole image size of the camera is set 320×240 [pixels]. The camera unit is rotated (pan motion), and the camera unit is not given the motion information beforehand.

We evaluate the detection method based on the sequences of the frames of the camera that is rotating by Fig.4, 5 and 6. Here, Fig.4 indicates a tracking result obtained by our proposed method. Fig.5 does that tracking results by each element of our proposed method, namely, the tracking results obtained by the color data (upper) and those by the distance data (lower), respectively. Fig.6 does a tracking result obtained by the frame subtraction method. Red (shown in Fig.4 and 5 (lower)) and white (shown in Fig.5 (upper) and 6) squares in the sequences of the images in Fig.4, 5 and 6 means the detection result of the person’s head. The most right images in Fig.4, 5 and 6 are the detection results after the camera stops the pan motion, respectively.

From Fig.4, using both distance and color data of the targeted person is effective for detecting the targeted person while the camera is moving. The method is robust against change of the illumination condition, since the criteria of the method, that is the distance or the Hue value of the color, are robust against that [12],[13],[14]. Moreover, since the moving camera can distinguish the targeted person from the background by distance data, it can detect the target even if the colors of the background include a skin color.

We see that it is difficult to detect the person’s silhouette by the frame subtraction from the sequences of the detection result. The camera detects the person only while the camera is not moving. In the frame subtraction, when the camera is moving, brightness of each pixel changes by the camera motion as shown in Fig.6. Therefore, the subtraction result is noisy and not enough to detect the silhouette of the targeted person.

4. EXPERIMENT

This section describes the human tracking experiment using the proposed cooperative system. We state the experimental conditions such as the experimental environment, the layout of the fixed cameras and the moving camera, and the trajectory of the targeted person. Then, we show the experimental results to illustrate the feasibility of our method.

4.1 Experimental Conditions

We show the experimental environment and the trajectory of the targeted person in Fig.7, where this environment consists of two fixed cameras, one moving camera, and one server machine. The length and width of the experimental environment are 4.5[m] and 7[m]. We always use a right hand coordinate system in the experiment. We set the upper
right hand corner of the environment the origin of the world coordinate system, of which X-axis and Y-axis are \( x_w \) and \( y_w \) in Fig.7, respectively. Fixed camera 1 and 2 are located as shown in Fig.7. The height of the fixed cameras is set 1.8[m] from the floor. We use a mobile manipulator that the camera unit is attached to the end of the manipulator as the moving camera\[7\] in this experiment. We apply a trinocular camera unit “Digiclops Stereo Vision” as the fixed and the moving cameras.

Here, we first divide the whole environment into the following five areas.

Area A: Observable area of Fixed Camera 1
Area B: Observable area of Fixed Camera 2
Area C: Area unobservable of Fixed Camera 1 and 2 (Observable area only with Moving Camera)
Area D: Boundary area between observable and unobservable areas of Fixed Camera 1
Area E: Boundary area between observable and unobservable areas of Fixed Camera 2

In this experiment, the targeted person walks in the following sequence:
Area A → Area D → Area C → Area E → Area B → Area E → Area C → Area D → Area A

Therefore the following five states can be considered as shown in Fig.8.

State I: Fixed Camera 1 is tracking the targeted person
State II: The targeted person is in Area D
State III: Moving Camera is tracking the targeted person
State IV: Fixed Camera 2 is tracking the targeted person
State V: The targeted person is in Area E

4.2 Experimental Results
We experimented on cooperative monitoring of human behavior in our experimental environment. The server machine records the trajectory of the targeted person measured by the cooperative system. The server can visualize its tracking result in real time. We show in Fig.9 the experimental result and in Fig.10 real-time visualization of monitoring human behavior by server.

We see that Fig.9 has the good result except some points of the moving camera parts. The reason why these points are outside the area of the moving camera results from the fact that its self-position was not identified accurately. The moving camera estimates itself position with several errors because of the slip on the floor, the counting error of its encoder, the self-calibration error in the environment, and so on. Therefore, this experiment was good as human tracking in each camera, however this system was not complete as a cooperative system since by the above fact the transformation matrix from the moving camera coordinate into the world coordinate was not correctly obtained. The other method for pose-calibration of the moving camera by itself or by the other fixed or moving cameras is required to improve the accuracy of the human tracking.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a cooperative monitoring system by using fixed and moving cameras. First, we stated the cooperative system for monitoring. Then, we introduced a procedure of cooperation of the fixed and moving cameras. In particular, for monitoring a targeted person by the moving camera, we have applied the combination of the distance data from the camera to the targeted person and the color data of the person’s head for detection of that targeted person. This detection method is robust against change of the illumination of the background and the motion of the camera. We finally carried out the person-tracking experiment using two fixed cameras and one moving camera. We have obtained a comparatively good result in this experiment. Particularly, we have confirmed that human tracking is successful in an area unobservable of two fixed cameras by using a moving camera.

As future work, we are planning to correct the position data of a targeted person by correcting the self-position data of the moving camera sequentially or with some interval.
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